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GROUP-BASED SEARCH ENGINE SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Technical Field 

The present invention relates generally to web-based search engines, and relates 

more particularly to a search engine system and method having group-based searching 

capabilities. 

h* 2. Related Art 

H Internet search engines provide an indispensable service of locating relevant web 
UJ 

jU sites for web users. Unfortunately, search results provided by modern search engines 

10 Q often include too many sites to efficiently sort through. Narrowing down the search 

□ results to return better quality and fewer sites is a daunting task, especially considering 
ru 

the great number of web sites that continue to be added to the web. To address this, 

technologies have been implemented to provide better search strategies, typically by 

better managing the large amount of data being searched. 

15 U.S. Patent 6,070,159, "Method and Apparatus for Expandable Biometric 

Searching," issued on May 30, 2000 to Wilson et al., which is hereby incorporated by 

reference, discloses a searching method that assigns data to a data group and then to a 
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search engine. The result is a system for efficiently storing data in a large database so that 

it can be more easily matched using biometric data (e.g., fingerprints, facial shapes, etc.). 

U.S. Patent 6,185,576, "Defining a Uniform Subject Classification System 

Incorporating Document Management/Record Retention Functions," issued on February 

6, 2001 to Mcintosh, which is hereby incorporated by reference, discloses a technique for 

classifying documents by their subject in order to better manage the life cycle of each 

document. 

While these disclosures provide improved mechanisms for managing and 

retrieving data, none provide end users with specific functions that will improve data 

searching, particularly when searching web pages on the internet. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention addresses the above-mentioned problems, as well as others, 

by providing a search engine system that allows an end user within a group to improve 

search results for other users within the group. In a first aspect, the invention provides a 

group-based search engine for locating web pages, comprising: a system for associating a 

user group with a web search; and a search system for generating a list of search results 

ordered by a ranking in response to the web search, wherein the ranking is based on at 

least one nomination previously made by a member of the user group. 
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In a second aspect, the invention provides a program product stored on a 

recordable medium for interfacing with a search engine to return a list of search results, 

comprising:   means for registering with a group; means for submitting a search string to 

the search engine; means for viewing the list of search results based on a ranking, wherein 

any search result previously nominated by a group member as a high priority is ranked 

above un-nominated search results; and means for nominating a current search result 

from the list of search results. 

In a third aspect, the invention provides a search system for performing group- 

based searches, comprising:  a client system having a browser and a search engine plug- 

in, wherein the search engine plug-in allows group members to generate nomination data 

by nominating web pages; and a server having a control program and a group structure for 

storing nomination data, wherein the control program generates a primary search result 

list based on a search index, and further refines the search result list based on the stored 

nomination data. 

In a fourth aspect, the invention provides a method for performing a group-based 

search, comprising the steps of: providing a browser and a search engine plug-in on a 

client system; logging in as a member of a group using the browser; submitting a search 

request to a search engine server; searching a search index and returning a primary search 

result list; and refining the primary search result list based on nomination data collected 

from members of the group. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

These and other features of this invention will be more readily understood from 

the following detailed description of the various aspects of the invention taken in 

conjunction with the accompanying drawings in which: 

5 Figure 1 depicts a main page of a search engine system in accordance with an 

embodiment of the present invention. 

Figure 2 depicts a group member search page in accordance with an embodiment 

U of the present invention. 

D Figure 3 depicts a group search result page in accordance with an embodiment of 

£ 
10 ^ the present invention. 

rl Figure 4 depicts a new group creation web page in accordance with an 

5 
p embodiment of the present invention. 
jj, 

□ Figure 5 depicts a sample web page having a nominate button in accordance with 

\j 

O an embodiment of the present invention. 
ru 

15 Figure 6 depicts a nomination web page in accordance with an embodiment of the 

present invention. 

Figure 7 depicts a system overview of a search engine system in accordance with 

an embodiment of the present invention. 

Figure 8 depicts a group data structure in accordance with an embodiment of the 

20 present invention. 
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Figure 9 depicts a flow chart of a search engine control program in accordance 

with an embodiment of the present invention. 

Figure 10 depicts a flow chart of a search in accordance with an embodiment of 

the present invention. 

Figure 11 depicts a flow chart of a group search page process in accordance with 

an embodiment of the present invention. 

Figure 12 depicts a flow chart of a group page creation process in accordance with 

an embodiment of the present invention. 

Figure 13 depicts a flow chart of a nominate page process in accordance with an 

embodiment of the present invention. 

Figure 14 depicts a flow chart of a search result display in accordance with an 

embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides a search engine system and method that allow a 

particular group of people, such as a family, club, or organization, to form a group-based 

search community. Based on actions of the group members, "nomination" data is 

collected and stored by the search engine system. The data is then utilized by the search 

engine system to refine search results generated by traditional search engines (e.g., 
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Yahoo™, Google™, etc.). As described in detail below, members of a group generate 

nomination data by "nominating" web pages that they believe, for example, should be 

ranked with a high priority in future search results, excluded from future search results, or 

made available in future searches only to group members. The system also collects 

5 "visitation" data from the group members regarding commonly or recently visited web 

pages, and presents that data back to members when they perform searches. 

Referring to the figures, Figure 1 depicts a main web page 10 that is brought up 

I ^ when a user first visits a search engine web page in accordance with the present 

Q 
Q invention. At main page 10, the user is presented with several options. The first option is 
!» rs'sss ;> 

10 M= to perform a standard search (as is commonly done on known web search sites) by 
*y 
: t s 
p»j entering key words in a key word window 12. The second option is to search as a logged 

p in group member (i.e., perform a group-based search) by first entering a user name and 

U 
p password 14. If the user selects this option, and is recognized as a member, a group 

O search page will be displayed (described below with reference to Figure 2). As will be 
ru 

15 described, group-based searching associates a search with a group in order to, for 

instance, have the search engine give nominated pages priority, nominate pages, have 

private pages listed in the search results, see which pages other group members have 

visited, and have undesirable pages excluded from the search results. 

As a third option, the user can search in conjunction with an identified group by 

20 entering only a group name 16 (i.e., perform a restricted group-based search). By 

entering a group name only, the user will not search as a member, but will still have the 
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search associated with a group and enjoy limited benefits of a group-based search. In a 

restricted group-based search, pages nominated as having a high priority will still be 

listed first, and pages nominated as undesirable will still be excluded from the search 

results. However, without logging in as a group member, the user cannot, for example, 

5 nominate pages, see private pages, or see where other group members have visited. 

When just the group name is submitted at the main window 10, a new page (not shown) 

would appear that would allow the user to perform a restricted group-based search. 

u As a final option in main page 10, the user can create a new group by entering a 

Q 
p new group name 18 and pressing the create button. It should be understood that the 

sf35 

10 M3 format, number, and arrangement of the web pages described herein are for exemplary 

y* purposes only, and many variations could exist without departing from the scope of the 
W 

L invention. 
Is 

Q Referring now to Figure 2, a group search page 20 is presented representative of a 

□ web page that would be displayed after a group member logs in. As shown, group search 

15 page 20 provides several options. The first option allows group members to perform a 

group-based search 22 by entering keywords into the search window. When the user 

takes this action, the search system refines the search results based on previously 

collected nomination and visitation data. As a second option, the user can also nominate 

a web page or URL 24, which will bring up a nomination web page, described below with 

20 reference to Figure 6. As a third option, the user can add a new member to (or delete an 

existing member from) their group 26 by specifying a username and password for the new 
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member. As a fourth option, the user can list all of the pages currently nominated by the 

group 28. This list could be used, for instance, as a shared "bookmark" list for the group. 

Referring now to Figure 3, an exemplary search results page 30 for a group-based 

search is shown that lists eight results (page 1 - page 8). As is known in the art, each 

result may comprise a hyperlink to a web page that can be linked to by clicking on the 

individual result. In addition to clicking a link, the user can nominate one of the search 

results (typically after the paged has been viewed) by clicking a nomination box 32 next 

to the listed results. Clicking the nomination box will cause the nomination page to be 

displayed, as described below with reference to Figure 6. 

As shown in the exemplary results, result pages 1, 5 and 7 have been highlighted. 

In particular, page 1 is highlighted as bold because it was previously nominated by one or 

more group members as being of a high priority. Pages 5 and 7 are highlighted (i.e., 

underlined) because other group members have recently visited these pages. It should be 

recognized that any type of highlighting may be used (e.g., italics, colored fonts, etc.). In 

the case where a user performed a restricted group-based search, nominate boxes 32 

would not appear, and pages 5 and 7 would not be shown as highlighted. 

Referring now to Figure 4, a group creation page 34 is depicted. Page 34 would 

be brought up after a user decided to create a new group from the main page 10 (Figure 

1). In this case the group created is titled the Poulter Group. From this page 34, the user 

can add new members and create ID's for the various group members. 
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Referring now to Figure 5, a sample web page 40 is shown comprising a nominate 

button 42 embedded within the page (or elsewhere within the browser). The nominate 

button 42 appears in response to a plug-in installed on the client's computer and can be 

set up to appear regardless of how the user navigated to the page. Pressing the nominate 

5 button 42 will cause the nomination page to be displayed and allow the user to nominate 

the page (as described below). 

Referring now to Figure 6, a nomination page 36 is depicted and would be 

M= presented whenever a member desired to nominate a particular web page. Nomination 
g : 

0 page 36 would be brought up either when the member checked a nomination box 32 

10 \=, (Figure 3) from a list of search results, when the member typed in a URL 24 from the 

hi 
hj group search page 20 (Figure 2), or when the member pressed the nominate button 42, as 

» 
Q shown in Figure 5. In this exemplary embodiment, there are four nomination options 38. 
Li 

D The first nomination option "Higher priority," allows the member to identify the selected 

jrj page as having a higher priority, which tells the search engine that when all else is equal 
1 y 

15 with respect to a search criteria, list this page first in future search results. 

The second nomination option, "Exclude page" causes the search engine to 

exclude listing the selected page in any search results. This feature is useful in the event a 

group member does not want others in the group to visit a certain site, e.g., because the 

site is undesirable. Safeguard options, so that one member in the group cannot exclude 

20 all other members from a site, may include user override of excluded sites, the use of 

notices that a given site was excluded as undesirable by a given member, etc. 
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The third nomination option, "Add as private," tells the search engine to only list 

the selected page when the search is performed by a logged in member (i.e., a group- 

based search). Note that it is presumed that any private pages will not exist in the main 

index of the search engine. Finally, the last option is the un-nominate option which will 

5 act to remove any previous nominate action and simply make it look like the identified 

page was never nominated. 

Referring now to Figure 7, a system overview of the search engine system is 

U shown comprising a server 44 and a client 46 in communication with each other over a 

Q 
O network, such as the internet 72. Server 44 includes a central processing unit 56, a 

10 '^Z network controller 58, and a memory 48. Stored in memory 48 is a search engine control 

QJ program 54, existing search index(es) 50 and group structures 52. Search engine control 

□ program 54 includes the logic for performing searches based on information in both the 
Li : 
0 existing search index(es) 50 and group indexes stored in the group structures 52. As 
M 

™ described below, existing search index(es) 50 comprise data compiled by known search 
1 y 

15 engines to generate a primary search result. Group indexes include nomination and 

visitation data provided by group members, and are used to refine the primary search 

result when a search is associated with the group. 

Client system 46 includes a central processing unit 68, a network controller 66, an 

10 controller 70, and a memory 60. Memory 60 includes a search engine plug-in 62 and a 

20 browser control program 64. Browser control program 64 provides the user interface for 

accessing the search engine, as described above. Plug-in 62 provides various 
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functionality, such as causing a nominate button to appear in the browser of a logged in 

user, as described above. The operation of the search engine system is described in more 

detail below. 

Figure 8 depicts a block diagram of the group structures 52, which are used in 

5 conjunction with existing search indexes 50 to expand, prune, or reorder primary search 

results returned from the existing search indexes. The group structures 52 include a 

group list 76, a user profile structure 78, a series of group records 80, 84 and a series of 

y, group indexes 82, 86. Each of the groups known by the search engine system is kept in a r 

□ linked list of group records 80, 84. A group root pointer 74 points at the first group 

10 record 80 in the linked list. The user profile structure 78 contains an entry for every user 

and connects the users to each group or groups for which they are a member. Group 

~~ index 82 comprises the secondary search index for the group when a group-based or 

M 
Q restricted group-based search occurs. Group index 82 includes a list of records 79, each 

Nl 
C3 containing a registered site and any nomination and visitation data for that site. 

15 In this exemplary implementation, group index 82 contains a private flag field 81 

and a priority/exclude/visitation field 83. If a flag is set in the private flag field, then the 

page should only be added to the search results if the search results are being returned to a 

group member. The priority/exclude/visitation field 83 may include the priority of a 

page, whether to exclude the page, or the visitation status of the page. A value of "-1" 

20 would mean that the web site should not be displayed with the search results (i.e., it was 

excluded), a "0" would mean that the site was recently visited by a group member, and a 
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positive integer, e.g., "1," would dictate a site priority. Thus, if a site was nominated 

multiple times as a high priority, the value in the field could be incremented. 

Figure 9 depicts a flow diagram of a search engine control program 54 showing 

various actions 88 that may be initiated by client 46. These actions 88 include submitting 

5 a search (search button 71), logging in (user name button 73), specifying a group (group 

name button 75), creating a group (group create button 77), selecting the nominate button 

(plugin nominate 90), listing group pages (request for group info 91), and visiting a page 

i A (plugin visited 92). As shown in the flow diagram, if the search button 71 is pressed, then 
*». 

□ a search is performed 53. If the user name button 73 is pressed, then the user is 

ION5 authenticated 55, the current group is assigned as the user's group 57, and the group 

Yi search page is displayed 59. If the group name button 75 is pressed, then the group record 

and group index for the entered group are located 63 and it is verified that non-group 

Q members are allowed 61. The restricted group-based search page is then presented and 

O processed 59. If the group create button 77 is pressed, then the create group page 34 is 
ru ' * 

15 displayed and processed. If the plug-in nominate button 90 is pressed, then the control 

program 54 will authenticate the plug-in request 65 and present and process the nominate 

page 67. If a request for group information button 91 is pressed, then authentication is 

requested 69 and the group information is sent to the user 41. If the plug-in visited action 

92 occurs (i.e., a member visits a registered page), then the action is authenticated 43 and 

20 the group index containing the visited page is updated such that the priority is set to zero 

45. 
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Note that the plug-in nominate 90 and plug-in visited 92 actions are available via 

the plug-in 62 supplied by the search engine to group members. Plug-in nominate 90 is 

generated when a user visits a page and presses the nominate button as shown in Figure 5. 

The plug-in visited action occurs when a group member visits a particular page. 

5 Similarly, the request for group information button 91 may include, for example, 

information regarding nominated pages. Note that the flow chart depicted in Figure 9 has 

been shown as a single main flow, but could be implemented by many separate routines. 

u Moreover, more actions 88 could be added. 

b 
P For example, more detailed information regarding group member surfing habits 

10 H* could be collected and analyzed. For instance, the system could include automatic 

j^j registration of commonly visited sites into the group's list of nominated sites. 

Q Automatically registered sites could be categorized as second tier sites, behind those sites 

□ explicitly registered by members of a group. Sites could be categorized automatically 

U based on inferences from how visited sites were used. The ranking of these automatically 
ru 

15 registered sites can be based on how long users stayed at a site, how many links were 

clicked from that site, how often users came back to that site,   how much merchandise 

was ordered from that site, and so on. This option could also be turned off in the event a 

user did not want information gathered. 

Referring now to Figure 10, a search flow chart is presented that shows how the 

20 group index 82 functions with an existing search index 50. First, key words are obtained 

and a search is performed on the existing index in a known manner to obtain a set of 
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primary results 51. If there is a "current group" for the user (i.e., the user specified a 

group-based or restricted group-based search) 93 then a series of steps 94 are taken, 

including: key words are used to search the group index 82 to obtain group results; entries 

from the primary results are removed if the group results say to exclude; non-private 

pages found in the group results but not in the primary results are added to the primary 

results; and primary results are reordered such that group result entries with priority are 

listed first. If there is not a current group for the user, then the primary results 51 are 

returned and displayed 97. 

Next, if the user is logged in as a member of the current group 95 (i.e., performed 

a group-based search), then private pages from the group results are added to the primary 

results and all pages in the primary results that are also found in the group results are 

highlighted 96 and returned and displayed 97. If the user performed a restricted group- 

based search, then the above steps 96 are skipped and the results are returned and 

displayed 97. 

Referring now to Figure 11, a flow chart showing the processing of the group 

search page 20 (Figure 2) is depicted. As shown, four actions are available, including 

pressing a search button 101, pressing a nominate button 103, pressing a user create 

button 105, and pressing a user delete button 107. If the search button is pressed 101, 

then a search is performed 109. If the nominate button 103 is pressed, then the nominate 

page 30 (Figure 3) is displayed and processed 111. If the user create button is pressed 

105, then a record is added to the user profile structure 78 using a pointer to the current 
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group 113. If the user delete button is pressed 107, then a record is removed from the 

user profile structure 78 for the supplied user, if the record is pointing at the current group 

115. 

Referring now to Figure 12, a flow chart is shown for creating a new user. In this 

case, if the create button 99 is pressed, a record is added to the user profile structure that 

points at the current group if a user does not exist that points at the current group 98. 

Referring now to Figure 13, a nominate page flow chart is shown for generating 

nomination data. In this case, four nomination options are shown including setting a page 

to a high priority 100, excluding a page 102, adding a page as private 104, and un- 

nominating a page 106. If the page is selected to be set to a higher priority 100, the group 

index for the current group is updated (i.e., the entry is added if it is not present or, if 

present, the priority is incremented) 108. If the page excluded action is taken 102, the 

group index 82 for the current group is updated 110 (i.e., the entry is added if it is not 

present, and priority value 83 is set to -1). If the page is added as private 104, then the 

group index for the current group is updated, adding the entry if not present 112 (i.e., the 

private flag 81 is set). If the page is un-nominated 106, then the entry is removed from 

the current group's index for the page or the priority for the entry in the current group's 

index is set to zero 114. 

Referring now to Figure 14, a flow chart depicting the return of primary search 

results is shown. If the user is not a member of the current group 116, then results are 

simply displayed 118. If the user is a member of the current group, then the results are 
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displayed 120. Then, for each page for which the nominated box is checked 122, the 

nominate page is processed 124. Finally, if the user selected a link from the results 126, 

and if the page was not already in the current group index, then the page is added with a 

priority of zero 128. 

5 In addition to the functionality described above, the search engine system could be 

implemented with the capability for an end-user to export a group-based search from one 

search engine, e.g., Yahoo!™, to another, e.g., Google™. Moreover, separate search 

t engines could be allowed to: (1) exchange information such as lists of registered 

b 
Q members, (2) add names that are in one group but are not in another, etc. 

i 
10 M* Additional functionality could include the ability to store personalized group- 

W based information on the client (e.g., on a PC, PDA, wireless phone, etc.). This storage 
W 

L could utilize, but not be limited to, such technologies as XML/HTML/WML format. The 

u 
□ group-based personalization information stored on the device could then be transmitted to 

SI 
p the search engine whenever a session was initiated. 

15 The system could also provide the capability for third party applications to access 

group information. Each search engine could have its own list of groups and associated 

information. This information would most likely be protected and kept in various secured 

directories, e.g., using Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP). This would allow 

various applications (most likely web applications running on the local server with the 

20 search engine or other authorized remote server) to access group information. This 

information may have known interfaces supplied by the search engine or use various 
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standard messaging technologies using other industry standards such as XML for the data 

exchange. Each search engine may also choose to use a private-nonstandard interface to 

increase security. 

It is understood that the components of the present invention can be realized in 

5 hardware, software, or a combination of hardware and software. Any kind of computer 

system - or other apparatus adapted for carrying out the methods described herein - is 

suited. A typical combination of hardware and software could be a general purpose 

computer system with a computer program that, when loaded and executed, carries out 

□ the methods described herein. Alternatively, a specific use computer, containing 
~= 

10 H specialized hardware for carrying out one or more of the functional tasks of the invention 

}^ could be utilized. Aspects of the present invention can also be embedded in a computer 

P program product, which comprises all the features enabling the implementation of the 

□ methods described herein, and which - when loaded in a computer system - is able to 

□ carry out these methods. Computer program, software program, program, module, 
ru 

15 mechanism or software, in the present context mean any expression, in any language, 

code or notation, of a set of instructions intended to cause a system having an information 

processing capability to perform a particular function either directly or after either or both 

of the following: (a) conversion to another language, code or notation; and/or (b) 

reproduction in a different material form. 

20 The foregoing description of the preferred embodiments of this invention has been 

presented for purposes of illustration and description. It is not intended to be exhaustive 
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or to limit the invention to the precise form disclosed, and obviously, many modifications 

and variations are possible. Such modifications and variations that may be apparent to a 

person skilled in the art are intended to be included within the scope of this invention as 

defined by the accompanying claims. 
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